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Abstracf-This paper presents a method of characterizing n-port
networks. It is shown that a large class of lossless n-ports can he
characterized by sequences of step-up vectors, i.e., vectors that
form successive incident voltages to the networks and are orthonorma1 at the same time. As a result, lossless networks can be classified
into several classes. The most interesting one is, perhaps, the stepup class, which is shown to behave jointly like a unitary operator
and a complete step-up operator on separate subspaces of the space
of L
- vectors.

I. INTRODUCTION
0 ANALYZE signals in linear systems, one often
represents the input signals as an expansion in
orthogonal functions [ I ] . The corresponding output.
signal then has the potentially useful property that it can
be obtained by superposing responses of the system to
these functions. The choice of such a sequence of functions
is in general arbitrary, provided the sequence is complete.
Such a choice may often depend either on the nature of
the class of possible input signals or the nature of the
system.
In looking for sequences of functions that axe suitable
for analyzing input signals and, a t the same time, have
simole and useful ~
e s res~ectto their Dassage
.r o.~ e r t iwith
through a given system, the theory of orthonormal step-up
functions for a class of linear time-invariant single-input
single-output systems, which have been defined as stepup systems, was developed [2]-[51.A step-up system is
one where there exists an ordered sequence of orthonormal functions, which, when used as inputs, yields outputs consisting of the same sequence with order increased
by one. If the sequence is also complete, then the system
has been called complete step-up.
The step-up systems were shown to have the interesting
property of being "all-pass" in a sense similar to the
network theory sense. This property, when expressed in
the frequency domain, can be regarded as a particular
case of the paraunitary property enjoyed by the scattering matrix of a lossless +port. This was pointed out by
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Newcomb, and consequently the step-up theory for nports was investigated, using mainly a frequency-domain
approach [6].
A general theory of time-domain scattering matrices in
connection with time-varying n-ports was recently investigated [7]using the theory of distributions, distributional
kernels, and linear transformations on Hibert space. It
has been shown in this latter work, among other results,
that a time-domain scattering matrix is a bounded linear
continuous transformation of square-integrable Lz vecton
into Ls vectors, and that the lossless property of both
time-varying and timeinvariant n-ports can be suitably
exhibited in the time domain. It was then pointed out
that the step-up theory for +ports can also be investigated by means of the theory of linear transformations
on Hibert space. Such an investigation is presented in
this paper.
Section I1 contains review material as preparation for
the subsequent sections. The trne step-up theory begins
in Section 111. Section IV discusses finite step-up n-ports,
in particular finite differential systems. These constitute
a good example of the preceding concepts.

11. REVIEW AND BACKGROUND
CONCEPTS
In what follows, udess otherwise mentioned, the real
independent variable will be taken as time t, an n vector
[ x i ( t ) ]will be denoted by ~ ( t )a, matrix [aii]will be written
as A, complex conjugation will be denoted by a superscript asterisk, and matrix transposition will be indicated by a superscript tide.
To simplify expressions, we also define the inner product (f, 9 ) for two n vectors f = V,(t)l, g = [g.(t)l by

- +;

whenever the integral exists.
The set of square-integrable n vectors Lz(- , -) is
important and defined by [+;I = 4 E L. if the
are
measurable and

Orthonormal Vectors

A Sequence {+,(t); j = 0, 1, 2,
normal if
(em!

+") = 6,#,.

=

.. . ,4, E L.1
1 (m

= n)

is ortho-

(3)

and is complete if any 4 E

k,has the representation

bounded by unity

provided the constants a, satisfy the Bessel inequality

where ( ( denotes the absolute value. The a, are found by
applying (3) to the inner product of and

+

=

($i,

4)*

+,:

for all 1. (6)

In terms of g' and g', the lossless property of passive
n-ports is expressed as

for all a' E

L2. (14)

Equivalently, a passive lossless s has been shown [7] to
satisfy

A complete sequence is closed [8, p. 2551 if there exists
a vector & E L, such that
where 0 denotes the (Volterra) composition operation
on two distributional kernels [lo, p. 2291
(&, $i) = 0,
for all j. (7)
Then this implies
a ob =
a(t, A ) ~ ( A7 ), dk.
(16)

1-

The TimeDomain Scattering MatGx
I n this paper we will be mainly concerned with timevariable networks and, hence, review a t this point some
important properties of the time-varying scattering
matrix.
Consider a linear, completely solvable n-port N [9]. One
method of describing N,which is essentially the definition
of a network, is to list all the allowed n-vector port
currents !(t) and voltagesp(t). But a more useful description occurs by writing

which allows for a characterization in terms of incident
and reflected voltages 'y and .'v Using these latter variables, there always exists an n X n matrix of distributions
in two variables, called the scattering matrix s(t, T), such
that

Here 6 is the unit impulse 6(t - T), while 1. denotes the
constant unit matrix.
In what follows, we shall generally deiine a scattering
matrix s to be lossless for an E La if, for the speci!ied a,
Since (17) can be rewritten as ((s" 0s) .a:
this implies that

- z, z)

=

0,

where a is any k,vector satisfying (a, a) = 0.
To distinguish between the concepts of lossless and
lossless for some a, we will call the former totally lossless.
Finally, it is noted that when s(t, T) = s(t - T, 0) in
the above equations, we obtain the known results for
time-invariant networl<s. The operation in (10) then
becomes the convolution

Also, for a time-invariant passive network the frequencydomain scattering matrix
where the operation of (lob) is deiined rigorously by
schwartz [lo, p. 2211.
The adjoint sa(t, T) .of s is defined by s through
s"(t, T) = S(T, t).

(11)

For passive N, the following rigorous definitions and
properties of s can be found in [Ill and [7].
1) s is antecedal, that is,
s(t, 7 )

for all t

< T.

(12)

S(-p)S(p)

= 1"

(21)

where by passivity S(p) is bounded real 113, p. 1161. We
will assume that S(p) is meromorphic, and, thus, by the
bounded real constraint, holomorphic in Re p 1 0.

;is a

bounded linear continuous transformation of
E L2into s.a E La and has a norm [12, p. 1491
2)

a

= 0,

exists, where d3[ ] is the Laplace transform, and properties
of s are easily transferred to those of S. For example. the
lossless constraint (14) corresponds in this case to the
para-unitary relationship in Re p > 0:

In this section, we precisely define concepts appropriate to step-up n-ports.
Consider any linear, completely solvable, time-invariant
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n-port N. Then the time-domain scattering matrix
.
the
s(t - 7? O) exists and maps 8i Into
'Q
relation (19).
We further assume that s is a bounded linear continuous
transformation mapping any y' E Lz into ay' E La; in
particular, this will be the case if N is passive. Thus, we
can consider a system of r sequences (+jx'(t); k = 1I 2, . ..,
r; j = 0, I, 2, . . . ;+?' E L z ) with the +jX' taken as successive incident voltages, for each k. Therefore, an arbitrary
E L, defines +;", +?', . . . , through

'+:

,+, - s * d"',
for all k, j . (22)
I n what follows, we shall investigate the class of nports for which the r sequences [+?I) defined in (22) form
a n orthonormal system, i.e.,
+!kl

(+I"],+I")=

B~,.

(23)

If (23) holds subject to (22), then N is called a step-up
n-port class r, written N E S.U. N,, and (+I"} an r
system of step-up vectors. If the vectors [+jX') are also
complete, then we have natural step-up vectors for a
complete step-up n-port class r, N E C.S.U. N,, or simply
a complete step-up N. It will be seen that r is the dimension of the null space of s", and thus for a given s there
corresponds one and only one r.
Since we wish to span the input space by step-up vectors, we are required to consider r sequences, r 1 1, to
fnlly characterize complete step-up N as will become clear
in the following developments, where, however, it will
often suttice to chooser = 1to illustrate the concept under
discussion.
We note that if N E C.S.U. N,, then an arbitrary
u' E L2 can be expanded in terms of the natural vectors

x,

nz =

k-1

(24)

i-0

The resulting p' is therefore
7

y' = s.p'

=

x

s".g

=

9=

Z(7

+i

For i

>j

=

These last two equations show the utility of the step-up
vectors for computations associated with signal processing
the network'
knowing the coefficients
for the input completely determines the output by (25).
I n what follows, sufficient constraints for a network N
to be step-up, as well as necessary and sufficient constraints for N to be completely step-up, will be found.
Theorem 1

N is a step-up n-port if 1) s " . ~= Q has a t least one
nontrivial Lz solution, +,, say, and 2) s is lossless for all
vectors of the form (s)' * +,, j 1 0.
Proof: Clearly, if the results hold for r = 1, they hold
for r 1 1, and, hence, we consider only the case r = 1.
Let the domain of s be the Hiibert space X of L, vectors.
We have [8, p. 2071

(27)

(s)'.+~.

(28)

> 1, we have
(+is ei)

((S)'.+O. (S)~.+O)
(294
(sa OS.(+~-J,a-d.
(29b)
If s is lossless for (s)'-'.+, = +(+, and supposing that
(Qi) is not complete, i.e., 3 cu E X with (a, +i) = 0 for
all j, then by (IS) we have
=

=

(+*,+i)

= (e
=

+

(+<-I,

(304

+i-1)

+;-L,

(3Ob)

+$-I).

Consequently
+i)

(+i,

=

((s);-~.+o,+o),

=

o

i

>j

(31a)
(31~

since 40 E &X and (s)'-'.+, E g(s), which is orthogonal to
Thus N is a step-up network.
We note that the number of lmearly independent La
solutions of (27) is the dimension of 32(sa), which is also
the number (r) of the sequences (4j"' ) .
Conversely, a system of step-up vectors (+I"')deiines
an s, which is lossless for all +jX' since
3t.

(@jt1,= s.+!"',
(25)

- t)g(7) d7.

We shall use thk equation to calculate step-up vectors
for N.
Let +, be an Lz solution of (27), assumed to be initially
normalized. We then form

m

C i-o ajxl+I:',.
A-I

I

Here @ denotes both the direct sum and the fact that 3
is the orthogonal complement of the closure Z(s) of the
range of s. We note that 3 is also the nulull, space of s"
[8, p. 2071. Thus, if _y E Z(s"), then

+;:Il)

=

(+i"', +I"').

(32)

Thus s is also lossless for all g of the form

22

b-l

i-0

i,e,, E s,the
subspace spanned by (+?I), However, it is not always true that 4:' will be solutions of the'
= 0, as can be seen by the example of the
equation s " . ~
unit delay 6 ( t - 1) of Section IV. Consequently, condition 1) is not a necessary condition even though
- the
above shows 2) to be a necessary condition.
Corollary
A step-up networlc is totally lossless if it is lossless for
the orthocomplement of the closed
all vectors in GL,
subspace spanned by the step-up sequences.
It will be seen in Theorem 3 that for a totally lossless
and step-up network, N, S'LII is in fact an invariant subspace of s, i.e., s + Z [8, p. 2751. Furthermore, in 9,
s behaves l i e an "onto" (unitary) operator, while within
S'U. it is clear that s is an "into" (isometry) operator.

<

<
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Theorem 8

Consequently

A complete step-up time-invariant network is passive
and totally lossless.
Proof: We first show that s satisfies the lossless constraint and then, in the timeinvariant case, that the
network is passive. Since the calculations are the same for
any r , we consider as given a time-invariant complete
step-up N E C.S.U. N , . Thens necessarily exists. By the
completeness of the step-up sequence {+,), any p' E g,
where, as in Theorem 1, 5 is the Hiibert space of L,
vectors, can be written as

limli(s3'._v'\l-f?,

forall

~ ' € 3
(41)

b-m

where 11 11 denotes the La norm (13a). Thus, (sG)".v' tends
112, p.
strongly to Q as n tends to infinity, for all P' E
581.
Conversely, if 1) holds, then, by Theorem 1, N is a
step-up network. Supposing for the moment that the
step-up sequence {+,I is not complete, then

where $ is the orthogonal complement of F
& the closed
subspace spanned by (&). If cr E 4, then
The resulting P' is then

&, $i

=

(s)'*+~)= 0,

for all j

=

0, 1, . . .

.

(43)

By the losslessness of s, we also have
Consequently, we have
Furthermore, s.g E g(s), the range of s; therefore, it is
also orthogonal to
E 31. Thus, s.g is also in 4; t&
shows that 4_ is an invariant subspace of s [8, p. 2751.
Some _v' E X can now be written as

e0

for all 8' E X (35)

and therefore s is totally lossless.
Since s is a map of all of Lainto La,it has a Laplace
transform S(p), which is holomorphic in Re p > 0 and Operating with (s")~on both sides of (45), we have
exists for almost all p on Re p = 0 [14, p. 211, [15, p. 801.
By the losslessness of s and by (15), S(-p)S(p) = 1. on
R e p = 0 and hence everywhere [16,p. 1381. SinceS(p*) =
S*(p) for a real system (i.e., a system giving real responses Then
for real excitations), S(p) is bounded real [13, p. 1161;
hence, the network is passive [17, p. 2731.
Q.E.D.

Theorem 3
A totally lossless N is a complete step-up n-port if and
only if 1) s".y = I! has at least one nontrivial La solution,
and 2) 11 (s")'i-;_v'll + 0 as k -, for all P' E & g = A,.
Proof: As in Theorem 2, we consider as given an
N E C.S.U. N,. Then (34) holds, from which it follows

where, for the first term on the right-hand side, we have
made use of the fact that s is an "onto" lossless operator
for all g E 2.
Letting k tend to infinity and if 2) holds, then (47)
becomes

or

This shows that or = Q for all 9 E 9; the step-up sequence
is therefore complete and Nis a complete step-up network.
From the above discussions, we have the following.

-

(s".4,, P')

=

0,

for all g' E X. (37)

Hence, we have shodm 1)

If s is totally lossless and _y = Q is the only solution of
s".y = Q, then s maps complete orthonormal sequences
To show 2), we operate with (s")' for any given k > 0 in& complete orthonormal sequences.
on both sides of (34), which is valid by the completeness
Proof: Let ($,I be a complete orthonormal sequence
of N. Remembering that E z(so),
in g,then

+,

m

(s")~*B'=

C aj+k+j,
1-0

for all

g'

E _x.

(39)

Hence

x
m

((s")"~', (S")~*Y')=

1-0

a?+x,

for all P' E

X. (40)

since s is totally lossless. Let P be the closed subspace
spanned by the orthonormal sequence {s*$~),and Pi
the orthocomplement of P, then for all -y E EL

(3, s'$i)

=

0,

for all j

(50a)
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as is shown by Theorem 1. We comment that a finite
(50b) lossless n-port N is a t least of the class S.U. N 6 .
I n the time-invariant case, o ( ~ ) @ ( T ) is stationary,
But ( g i ) is complete; therefore, we must have
that is,
for all -y E p'. (51)
s a y = 0,
Thus if -y = 0, then from (50a), [s.tJi) is complete and
and one knows that each column is of the form tke-"'
consequently [8, p. 2731 s is "onto" lossless.
cos bt w or tXe-"'sin bt w, where w is a constant vector.
Examples of this case ares = 6(t - T ) C with c a constant
As a simple example, consider the degree one one-port
orthogonal matrix and
lossless scattering matrix
or

(s".y,gi)

=

0,

for all j.

+

to which corresponds

We note that if y 0 and if s"-y = 0, tlien by Theorem
1, s is step-up; b u t by (50), (s-$,,)is not complete. Hence,
we have the following.
Lemma 8

If a totally lossless s maps complete orthonormal
sequences into incomplete orthonormal sequences, then
it is step-up.
Finally we note that, in the above, only the passivity
result of Theorem 2 rests upon the time-invariance constraint of the network.
IV. FINITE
STEP-UPPORTS AND EXAMPLES
I n this section, we consider finite networks and from
these give some explicit examples of matrices s(t, T ) and
S(p) yielding step-up sequences; we also indicate how to
calculate the first member of these sequences.
By a finite network we will mean an n-port described
by equations of the form

+,

Then can be talren as e-"'u(t) (straightforward calculsc
tions will verify that s" o e-"'u(t) = 0 ) . The successive
members of the sequence +,, +,, etc. will be such that

+<(t) = L,(2at)e-m6u(t)

(58)

where the L,(x) are the Laguerre polynomials. In this
case, the step-up sequence +,, +,, . . . , +d . . . is complete
[8, p. 2591.
More generally, we may consider an n-port degree one
lossless S(p) of the form

where w satisfies
&q

=

1.

(60)

Forming
where C and D are n X n matrices, with p = d/dt the
differential operator a t this point. Passivity of the network then implies that the scattering matrix s(t, T ) relating LJ'
top' takes the form [7]

s(t

+

- T , 0) = 6(t - ~ ) 1 . 2ae-"'wea'm(t - T), (61)

we observe from (54) that
+O

=

e - s t u(t)w.

Corresponding to this, we have

+;(t) = Li(2at)e-"'u(t)w.
where elements of the n X r matrices O and F are
L,(T, m ) and L,(- m , T ) functions, respectively, for all
finite T , and u(t - T ) is the unit step function. The columns of O are assumed to be linearly independent, since
they can always be chosen so. The lossless constraint

(62)
(63)

In this case, the sequence +,, +I, . .. , +,, is not complete
a,++is of the form
since any k, vector of the form
+(t)w,where +(t) is a scalar.
There are, however, multipart lossless scattering matrices that will define complete sequences. A n example of
such a matrix is that of the two-port of Fig. 1:

then implies [18, p. 371
for all columns & of the matrix O(t). The number of We find
linearly independent columns r of O is the degree 6 of s
&(t) = [fie-" fie-"]u(t)
[l8, p. 231, [19, pp. 543, 5801, which is also the minimum
number of reactive elements in any synthesis of s [ I S ] , and, with the Li(4t) Laguerre polynomials,
[20],[Zl]. I n this case, a system of step-up sequence8 is
defined by

(654
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Fig. 1. Complete step-up two-port.
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Fig. 3. Physical genneratiun of step-up sequences.

s(t)

= 6(t -

1). For this case, we have

Fig. 2. Complete step-up time-varisble one-port.

As a simple example of time-varying step-up networks,
we consider the one-port network of Fig. 2 whose scattering matrix is [18, p. 171

and, as a consequence, we cannot find a function +,(t)
with +,(t
1) = 0 for all t that generates a step-up sequence. However, if we choose &(t) = sin ?rt/at, which
is. band-limited, then we have the step-up sequence

+

+Lt) =
where p(t) is squareintegrable over [T, m ) for all finite T.
It is noted that the time-varying turns ratio of the transformer is
nit)

=

,(t)[r

Choosing ~ ( t )=, u ( t ) / ( l

+t

U(t) [ I
= -

1

+*(t)=
+i(t)

=

dt)

l-

.a]-'".

+ t) and T

=

0 , we find

+ t) +

log2 (1

+ t)]

U ( t ) [polynomial of degree i in log (1 + t)].
l+t

It can be easily seen that this sequence can be derived
from the Laguerre sequence {e-"Li(2t1))by the substitution t' = log (1 t ) , and as a consequence it is also complete over [0, m ) .

+

i = 0 , 1, 2, .. . , (69)

which is not complete. Nevertheless, (69), together with
the step-down sequence sin ?r(t j)/a(t
j), does form
a complete sequence.

+

+
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